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T HE graduation ceremony at the University of Manchester 
which took place on the 2nd and 3rd of pnocnEss 
July, was presided over by the Vice- INTHEUNI-  

VERSITY 
Chancellor (Sir Henry Miers), who described it as his OF MAN- 
farewell appearance, inasmuch as his tenure of office will CHESTER. 

expire at the close of the present session. 
For eleven years Sir Henry Miers has occupied the important 

office of Vice-Chancellor, with distinction to himself and also to 
the University, whose affairs he has guided with such unfailing 
tact and sanity of judgment. H e  leaves behind him a host of 
friends, to whom he has endeared himself by his winning personality 
and capacity for friendship, who wish him the greatest possible 
happiness in his retirement, which will certainly not be an inactive one. - 

In his farewell address Sir Henry Miers took an interesting survey 
of the changes and developments in the affairs of the University, which 
have taken place during the eleven years that have elapsed since his 
installation in the office which he now relinquishes. 

His words are so full of wisdom that we venture to print them in 
the belief that they will be read with interest by many of our readers, 
especially those overseas. 

" When I came here in the autumn of 191 5," said Sir Henry, " the 
conditions were very different from those that prevail now. It was the first 
year of the war, and we had hardly begun to realise the magnitude of a11 

' that was happening, or to imagine that it was fated to last so long. And it 
is surprising when one looks back to find how great have been the changes, 
and how rapid the growth of the University in spite of the four terrible years 
during which so much of our work was suspended, and so many of the 
students and st& were torn away from us. And yet many of the changes 
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were due to the war and to the enthusiasm for education which flared up in 
1919. 

" W e  appealed to the public in 1919, and raised a quarter of a million 
for the University. Eight new professorships were established, the staff was 
increased by more than fifty, the number of students by about 1,200, the arta 
building was erected, the museum extension was begun and is now nearly 
completed, the fine large extension was added to Ashburne Hall which now 
accommodates 130 students instead of 66, the pavilion at the Firs was 
extended, the whole medical school was reconstituted, practical1 new X departments were established in architecture, metallurgy, psy ology, 
geography, colloid chemistry, and crystallography, the library added 60,000 
volumes to its store and we are now building a large underground chamber 
to hold them, while the annual grants we receive from the Treasury and local 
authorities now amount to about St;10,000, as against S23,000 in 1915 when 
1 came. 

" The Ph.D degree has been instituted. We have become part of a 
Parliamentary constituency including seven modem universities, and returning 
two members to Parliament. The higher school certificate was started, I 
think, in 191 4, and while there were 740 candidates in 191 5, there are now 
3,000. The candidates for the school certificate have in the same period 
risen from 3,400 to 14,000 or so. The tutorial classes for workin people 
have grown from 17 to 41. The National and International &ions of 
Students have become large and powerful organisations. Our own Shrove 
Tuesday ' Rag,' which was a very mixed orgy and of doubthl popularity in 

. 191 5, is now a well-organised affair, and can raise El 1,000 for the hospitals, 
mostly out of the streets of Manchester. I doubt whether any other 
university can show a more impressive record in proportion to its size. 

" When I went to America in the last year of the war 1 was delighted 
to find in what high estimation this University was held, and all that has 
happened since must have increased its reputation as a strong, rwings " an enlightened university, founded upon the sturdy Lancashire aracter and 
flourishing upon Manchester enterprise and even upon the smoke that it 
engenders. So you may well believe that I am sorry to leave this inspiring 
and invigorating centre. 

"On the present occasion, in addressing the new graduates, I am 
addressing for the most part companions in adversity. For me, as for you, 
this is a farewell appearance. W e  have, however, this consolation in 
common, that as graduates of Manchester we remain members of, and shall 
not lose our connection with, the University in which we have spent happy 
hours, of which we are proud, and to which we are loyally attached. For you 
and for me the occasion is one of gratitude for the privileges which we have 
enjoyed, tempered perhaps with the doubt whether we have made the best 
possible use of them. Whether you or I have worked the harder, I cannot 
say. In any caae, it has meant a great deal of work as well as enjoyment for 
both of us. 

"And now you are going to be free of lectures, and I am going to be 
free of university committeea There is, however, a difference between us. 
For me the occasion is one of retirement into comparative leisure. I can at 
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any rate imagine (whether it be true or not) that I am going to read all the 
books which I have wanted to read, visit all the places which I have wanted 
to see, and do all the things which I have wanted to do. For you the 
occasion is different. It is one of embarkation on a voyage into the unknown 
-a journey of infinite possibilities and responsibilities, an entry upon a more 
strenuous and by no means a more leisurely life than you have been leading 
for the last three vears or so. One would like to know exactlv what these 
last few years m&n to you, or still more interesting would i< be to know 
what they will mean when you look back on them after an interval, say, of 
ten vears. in 1936. 

" At present, I suppose, they mean that you have had a wonderful and 
exhilarating experience, or rather, a series of experiences ; of opportunities 
for acquiring knowledge, for exercising all one's powers, for enjoying social 
activities, and for making friendships such as will never recur in any three 
years of one's life. In other words, of having a better time than you are 
ever likely to get again. Or, put it another way ; just think what you would 
have missed if vou had not come to the Universitv. You would then have 
gone straight iAo business or teaching, or some othir occupation or profession, 
without the splendid equipment that university life has given you. Whether 
you realise it or not, you would have been quite diflerent, either for better or 
worse, both in mind and body. The contrast is really a profound one. It 
will now be a much more violent shock to change your present life for a new 
career than it would have been if you had gone straight From school, because 
one's nature is less pliable and more set at the age of 20 or 21 than it is at 
the age of 17 or 18, and because on leaving the University one has acquired 
a host of new interests and tastes that one did not possess when one left - - 
school. 

" And now to return to my question-what will all this mean ten years 
hence? That depends entirely upon yourselves. It may help you to give 
the right answer if you always bear in mind how much you owe not only to 
your family and friends, but also to the University, and that the only way to 
repay that debt is to help to maintain the reputation of the University by 
keenness in your work, by keeping alive your interests, by cleaving to your 
Friends, and by continuing to lead a healthy life. The honour of the 
University rests upon the honourable lives of its graduates." 

The " Study of the Spread of Christianity in Central Asia and 
the Far East," which Dr. Mingana contributed to the THE 
July (1925) issue of the BULLETIN, and which by cH:'cD OF 
reason of its importance was issued also in separate form, TIANlTY IN 

INDIA. 
has been received with such grateful appreciation by 
scholars not only in this country and on the continent, but also by 
scholars in the East, that Dr. Mingana has been prevailed upon to 
treat of the early spread of christia&ty in India in the same exhaustive 
manner, and we have much pleasure printing the resulting study in 
the present issue. 
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This study has involved a much more considerable amount of re- 
search than the former. In the case of Christianity in Asia and the 
Far East, the history is known, as Dr. Mingana points out, through 
native Greek and Syrian authors of the countries dealt with, who have 
handed d o m  records of the principal ecclesiastical events by which 
their lands were affected. Whereas in the case of India no history of 
the church has ever been written, and all the available informdon 
concerning even the mere existence of a Christian community side by 
side with Brahmanism and Buddhism in that immense country is 
almost exclusively derived from Syriac and Creek authors, whose 
allusions are of a somewhat casual character and constitute only im- 
~erfect, disconnected and scattered pieces of evidence. 

There are, however, in Dr. Mingana's opinion, solid grounds for 
believing that a fairly large Christian community existed in India from 
very early times. Some of its members may have been aliens of a 
Craeco-Roman, Aramean, or Persian origin, who had settled there 
for commercial undertakings, but the majority were undoubtedly 
Indians, by blood and ancestry, who had embraced the new faith for 
its own sake, from Christian Asionaries who had gone to them from 
Persia and Mesopotamia. 

Dr. Mingana has thoroughly explored every possible source of in- 
formation, and has produced a study which forms an appropriate 
continuation of his former monograph, which cannot fail to be of per- 
manent value to students. 

The present study will be followed by a third which may be re- 
garded as the complement of the other two as soon as THE 
Dr. Mingana is able to carry out the necessary investiga- OF 

tionr It will deal with the spread of Christianity in x&$Z IN 
Arabia, the Islands of the Arabian Sea and of the Indian 
Ocean. 

Dr. J. N. Farquhar, Professor of Comparative Religion in the 
University of Manchester, who contributed an article to THE 

the January (1926) issue of the BULLETIN on " The APOSTLE 
THOMAS IN 

Apostle Thomas in North India," has been continuing INDIA. 

his investigations and we hope to publish in the succeed- 
ing issue, a similar study dealing with "The Apostle Thomas in 
Southern India." 
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The Classical Association of Endand and Wales will this year - 
hold its annual meeting in Manchester, in the month of 

CLASSICAL 
October, when most appropriately the Lord Chief Justice ASSOCIA. 

TION CON- of England, Lord Hewart of Bury, who is an old Man- FERENCE. 

cunian, will deliver the presidential address. Many other 
distinguished scholars, including some from overseas, are also expected 
to take part in the proceedings. 

The Governors of the Library will entertain the members of the 
Association and their guests on the afternoon of Friday the 8th of - 

October, and it has been decided to mark the occasion by arranging 
a special exhibition of early printed Greek and Latin Classics in which 
the Library is so rich. Of each of the fifty authors whose works will 
figure in the Exhibition, it will be possible to show without a single 
exception the first printed edition. Whilst of the first printed Greek 
book the " Batrach~m~omachia," and of the first printed edition of 
the " Disticha de moribus" of Dionysius Cato, we are able to exhibit 
the only known copies. 

A -brief dekpt ive catalogue of the exhibition will be prepared 
and printed for distribution to the guests on the occasion of their 
visit. 

On the following Monday, the 1 1 th October, Professor E. K. 
Rand, o! Haward, one of the most distinguished of 

OPENING American Latinists, has consented to deliver a lecture in LECTURE 

the conference room of the Library on "St. Martin ~~~~~. . 
of Tours and his Script," which will be illustrated by 
lantern pictures. 

The following sii evening lectures have been arranged for the winter 
session, in continuation of the twenty-fifth series. Each LIBRARY 
lecture commences at 7.30 p.m. LECTURES. 

Wednesday, 10th November, 1926. " Recent Developments in 
Old Testament Criticism." By A. S. Peake, M.A., D.D., etc, 
Rylands Professor of Biblical Exegesis in the University of Man- 
chester. 

Wednesday, 15th December, 1926. "Class Chalices of the 
First Century." By J. Rendel Harris, M.A., Litt.D., LLD., 
D.Theo1. A n  actual example will be shown, and the lecture will be 
illustrated with lantern pictures. 
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Wednesday, 12th January, 1927. " The Country Haunts of 
Horace." By R S. Conway, D.Litt, Litt.D., F.B.A., Hulme 
Professor of Latin in the University of Manchester. With lantern 
illustrations 

Wednesday, 10th February, 1927. " Shakespeare and the Arts.** 
By C. H. Herford, M.A., LittD., F.B.A, Honorary Professor of 
English Literature in the University of Manchester. 

Wednesday, loth March, 1927. " Bismarck and England." 
By H. W. C. Davis, C.B.E, M.A., Regius Professor of Modem 
History in the University of Oxford. 

Wednesday, 13th April, 1927. " Art and Nature." By 
S. Alexander, M.A., LLD., D. Litt., F.B.A., Honorary Professor 
of Philosophy in the Univemity of Manchester. 

In the 19th Report of the Royal Commission on Historical Manu- 
scripts which has just made its appearance, attention is THE UC 
called to the harm done by the steadily increasing export PORT OF 

HISTORI- 
of historical manuscripts to foreign countries, particularly CAL MANU. 

the United States of America. On this point there has SCRIPTS. 

been considerable discussion in the press. The Commission recognises 
the impossibility of securing sums large enough to prevent this export 
by purchase, and makes no suggestion of legislation, like that adopted 
in some other countries, to prohibit or tax it. It endorses, however, 
the suggestion that has been made, that photographs might be taken of 
the manuscripts which for other than historical reasons fetch high prices. 
These might be sold, while the rest of the collection, with the few re- 
productions, might be retained intact at a reasonable price. 

An  International Congress of Librarians and Bibliophiles has been 
arranged to take place in Prague, with the consent 

INTER- 
of the Czechoslovak Government, from the 28th of June NATIONAL 

to the 3rd of July. LIBRARY 
CONGRESS 

The programme is a very ambitious one, coveting 
among other subjects the following : the international 
exchange and amendment of conventions of the 1 5th March, 1886 ; 
the exchange of librarians of all catagories ; the present crisis in the 
book market ; the loan of rare objects belonging to libraries of diaerent 
states; the photo mechanical reproduction of precious works in 
libraries for the use of scientific institutions ; the question of biblio- 
graphical international catalogues and manuals. 
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The organization of an International Executive Committee of 
Associations of Librarians is to be proposed by M. Gabriel Henriot, , 

President of the Association des Bibliothkques Franpis, supported by 
Mr. H. Milam, the Secretary of the American Library Association. 

Any movement which has for its object, as this has : the co-ordina- 
tion of the work of the various associations ; to keep them in permanent 
touch with each other ; to agree upon the dates of international con- 
ferences ; and the rotation of places at which such conferences should 
be held, has our cordial support. 

W e  shall await with interest the report of the proceedings of the 
congress, at which so many subjects of international interest and 
importance were to be discussed. 

The organizers of the congress are the Czechoslovak Library 
Association and seven other clubs and guilds of booksellers, publishers, 
bookbinders, bibliophiles, ex-librists, including librarians and their 
patrons. 

The present year marks the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation 
of the American Library Association, which is- to be 
celebrated in Atlantic City, the very city of its birth, THE 

hom the 4th to the 9th of October. AMERICAN 
LIBRARY . -~-  

It is said that "great institutions and great move- $::.CIA- 

ments are of slow growth," and it may be true, in 
the case of the A.L.A., that in its early and struggling years growth 
was slow, but there must have been a steadily broadening conception 
regarding the far-reaching possibilities of the public library as a factor 
in popular education, side by side with a growing consciousness of the 
power of the association to influence that movement, to have brought 
about anything approaching the astonishing development which has 
characterised the history of the one and of the other, if we may judge 
from the illuminating figures that were given in a recent issue of the 
Association's " Bulletin." 

In 1876, when the Association was formed, it had a membership 
of 55, to-day it has 8000 adherents. In 1876 there were 300 public 
libraries in the United States and Canada, to-day that number has 
grown to 6600. In 1876 the aggregate expenditure on public 
libraries was $5 18,000, to-day it stands at $37,000,000. This 
enormous increase in the number of public libraries, and in the 
accompanying increase of expenditure, is due almost exclusively to the 
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activity and influence of the Association, and of the long line of men and 
women of personality and vision, who have so wisely guided its &airs. 

It will be the privilege of the writer, to take part in the commemor- 
ation, and to convey to the assembled members the congratulations of 
the Trustees and Governors of the John Rylands Library, of the 
Council of the Victoria University of Manchester, and of the British 
Ldbrary Association of which he has the honour to be President for 
the year 1926-27. 

It is needless to say that the forthcoming conference will be the 
greatest in the history of the Association. It is to be not merely nor 
primarily a festive celebration for those librarians and trustees who can 
get to Atlantic City. Its significance will be measured, to reproduce 
the words of the circular announcement, by the degree to which 1926 
can be made in every community a year of library achievement It 
will strengthen the tie baween the-library and its pahoos It will make 
people everywhere appreciate the contribution of their own library 
to the life of the community, and to fifty years of library progress. 

This anniversary is to be further signalized by the Carnegie Cor- 
poration, who have s i d e d  their intention of setting aside four million 
dollars for library purposes in the United States and Canada. Lib- 
rarians everywhere have been appreciative of Mr. Carnegie's long 
continued interest and financial help in their projects ; and it is 
naturally a source of satisfaction to the A.L.A. that the officers and 
trustees of the Corporation created by Mr. Carnegie have granted this 
magnificent sum to a cause for which he himself did so much. 

W e  offer our congratulations to the members of the A.L.A. upon 
this well-deserved recognition of the services they have rendered, not 
alone to the public library movement, but to the community at large, 
through that avenue of service. 

The President of the Association is Mr. Charles F. D. Belden, 
Librarian of the Boston Public Library, and the Secretary is Mr. Carl 
H. Milam. The Headquarters of the Association are at 86 E. Ran- 
dolph Street, Chicago. 

The annual conference of the [British] Library Association, will 
be held this year at Leeds, from the 6th to the 10th of 

BRITISH 
September, by invitation of the Libraries' and Arts' LIBRARY 

ASSOCIA- Committee of the Leeds City Council. There will be TION. 
papers and discussions relating to the Influence of the 
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Public Library in Civic Life, and other aspects of the work of our 
public libraries. 

The following titles represent a selection of the works which have 
been added to the shelves of the library siice the 

ACCES- publication of our last issue, and will serve to indicate SIONS TO 
the character of the additions which are constantly :kiARy. 
being made. 

ART, ARCHITECTURE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY : Spyridon and 
Sophronios Eustratiades, " Catalogue of the Creek MSS. in the Library 
of the Laura on Mount Sinai," 8vo ; " Ars Asiatica : 7 : Documents 
d'art chinois de la collection Oswald Siren, publiis avec priface de  R. 
Koechlin," 4to ; Michel (A.), " Histoire de l'Art : Tome 8 : Cart 
en Europe et en Amirique au 19me side,  et au d&ut du 20me," 8vo ; 
Syrnons (A. J. A.), "A bibliography of the works of writers and 
book-illustrators of the eighteen-nineties, with short biographies," 8vo ; 
James (M. R), " A descriptive catalogue of the MSS. in the Library 
of St. Catharine's College, Cambridge," 8vo ; Northup (C. S.), " A, 
Register of bibliographies of the English language and literature," 
8vo ; Winkler (F.), " Die flamische Buchmalerei des 15 und 16 
Jahrhunderts," 4to ; " Peintures et gravures murales des cavernes 
palhlithiques : Les Combarelies aux Eyzies (Dordogne)," par L. 
Capitin, H. Breuil et D. Peyrony, 4to ; Rivoira (C. T.), " Roman 
architecture and its principles of construction under the empire, with 
an appendix on the evolution of the dome up to the 17th century," 
358 Illus., 4to ; Maxwell (W. H.), " A bibliography of English law 
to 1650, including books dealing with that period printed between 
1480- 1925, 8vo ; Johnson (A. F.), " The first century of printing at 
Basle," 8vo ; Thomas (H.), " Typography of the Spanish 16th 
century," 8vo : Johnson (A. F.), " Italian 16th century printing," 
8vo ; Blochet (G), " Les enluminaires des manuscrits orientaux, turcs, 
arabes, persans de la BibliothGque Nationale," Folio ; DaIton (0. M.), 
" East Christian Art : a study of the monuments," 69 plates, Folio ; 
Peach (W.), "The masters of modem art," 8vo ; Cornell (H.), 
" Biblia pauperum : I Die Handschriften ihr Inhalt und ihre 
Cruppierung ; 2 : Ceschichte der Biblia pauperum," 4to ; Krom 
(N. J.), " L'art Javanais dans les Musies de HolIande et de Java," 
4to ; Cardner (P.), " New chapters in Creek art," 8vo ; Millar 
(E. G), " English illuminated manuscripts from the 10th to the 13th 
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century," 100 plates, 4to ; Sunyol (Cregori M. i), " Introduccio i 
la paleogra6a musical Cregoriana,** Montserrat, 8vo ; Meyer (W. J.), 
" Die franzosischen Drucker- und Verlegerzeichen des 1 5 Jahr- 
hunderts," 8vo ; Renouard (P.), " Les marques typographiques 
parisiennes des 1 5e et 16e sikcles," 8vo ; Venturi (A,), " Storia dell' . . 

h e  Italiana : 9 : La pittura del cinquecento," 8vo ; " Specimens of 
books printed at Oxford with the types given to the University by 
John Fell," 4to ; "The Portrait drawings of William Rothenstein, 
1889- 1925 : an iconography by John Rothenstein, with preface by 
Max Beerbohm," 10 1 collotype plates, 4to ; Omont (H.), " Minia- 
tures des plus anciens manuscrits grecs de la Bibliothkque Nationale 
du 5me au 14e siicle," 130 facsimiles, 4to ; Poole (Mrs. Lane), 
" Catalogue of portraits in the possession of the University, Colleges, 
and City of Oxford," 3 vols. 8vo ; Lemoisne (P. A,), " Les xylo- 
graphies du 14me et du 15me siicle au Cabinet des Estampes de la 
Bibliothique Nationale " 5 vols. 4to ; Brinkman's " Catalogus van 
Boeken, Plaat-en Kaartwerken die gedurende 19 16 tot en met 1920 
in Nederland . . . und Repertorium," 8vo ; Crelly (L), " Les 
primitifs Siennois," 58 planches, 4to ; Yriarte y Marino Lecina (J. E. 
de), " Biblioteca de escretores de la Compania de Jesus pertinecientes 
a le antigua assistencia de Espan"a desde sus origines hasta-. . . 1773," 
tome 1 (A.-B.) 8vo ; Binyon (L.), "The followers of William 
Blake: Edward Calvert, SamueI Palmer, George Richmond, and 
their circle," Folio ; " Bibliographic Alsacienne," tome 2 (1 92 1 - 1 924), 
8vo ; Hobson (G P.), " Monographs on binding : Maioli, Canevari, 
and others," 60 plates, 4to ; Binyon (L) " The engraved designs of 
William Blake," 80 plates, Folio ; Schreiber (W. L), " Handbuch 
der Holz und Metallschnitte des 15 Jahrhunderts " ; new enlarged 
edition to be completed in 6 vols., 8vo ; Kunstle (Karl), " Ikono- 
graphie der Heiligen," 284 Bildern, 4to ; Siren (Oswald), "The 
Imperial palaces of Peking," 274 plates, 3 vols., 4to ; Sugden (A. V.) 
and Edmondson (L), " A history of English wallpaper, 1 509- 1 9 1 4," 
4to. 

HISTORY AND ARCHEOLOGY: Lowther (J. W.), “V' lscount 
Ullswater : a Speaker's commentaries," 2 vols., 8vo ; " Libro d'oro 
della nobiii Italiana," vols. 5 and 6, 1920- 1925 ; Blustein (G.), 
" Storia degli Ebrei in Roma del il seolo avanti Cristo con appendice 
di crecenzio del monte," 8vo ; Newton (Lady), " Lyme Letters, 
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1660- 1 760," 8vo ; Fairley (J. A.), " Lauriston Castle : the estate 
and its owners,** 8vo ; Riley (E. B.), "Among the Papuan head- 
hunters," 8vo ; "Victoria County History of Buckinghamshire," 
vol. 3, 8vo ; Roth (C.), "The last Florentine Republic," 8vo ; 
Budge (Sir E. A. W.j, " The rise and progress of Assyriology," 
8vo ; Norton (E. F.) and others, "The fight for Mount Everest, 
1924," 8vo ; Coulton (G C.), " The mediaeval village," 8vo ; 
O'Connor (Sir James), " History of Ireland, 1 798- 1924," 2 vols., 
8vo ; Ibn Khaldoun, " Histoire des Berkres et des dynasties Musul- 
manes de 1'Afrique septentrionale Traduite de 1'Arabe par le Baron 
de Slane," 5 vols., 8vo ; Salmon (L. M.), "The newspaper and the 
historian," 8vo ; Cardiner (E. N.), " Olympia : its history and re- 
mains,** 4to ; Read (Conyers),f" Mr. Secretary Walsingham and the 
policy of Queen Elizabeth," 3 vols., 8vo ; " Inventory of the Ancient 
Monuments of Pembroke," 4to ; " Die Kultur der Abtei Reichenau 
Erinnerungeschrift zur zwoelfhundertsten Wiederkehr des k e n -  
dungsjahres des Inselklosters, 724- 1924," 2 vola, 4to ; Harvey 
(G E.), " History of Burma, from the earliest times to 1824, the 
beginning of the English conquest," 8vo ; Durham (M. E.), "The 
Serajevo Crime," 8vo ; "The Pinchbeck Register (Register of the 
Abbey of St. Edmunds from the MS. in the Cambridge Public 
Library), Edited by Lord Francis Hervey," 8vo ; Coupland (R), 
"The Quebec Act : a study in statesmanship," 8vo ; Home (G), 
"Roman London : the capital of the Roman Province of Britain," 
8vo ; Peake (Harold), " The English Village : the origin and decay 
of its community ; an anthropological interpretation," 8vo ; Major 
(A. F.) and Burrow (E. J.), " The mystery of Wansdyke : an earth- 
work in Somerset," 8vo ; Pao Chao Hsieh, "The government of 
China, 1644- 191 1 ," 8vo ; Willoughby (W. W.), " Opium as an 
international problem : the Geneva Conference," 8vo ; Nakamo (T.), 
"The ordinance power of the Japanese Emperor," 8vo ; Pepys 
(Samuel), " Private correspondence and miscellaneous papers, 1679- 
1703 in the possession of J. Pepys Cockerell, edited by J. R Tanner," 
2 vols., 8vo ; " Die Weltkarte des Pierre Desceliers von 1553. Im 
Auftrage der Geographischen Gesellschaft in Wien, herausgegeben 
von E. Oberhummer," Folio ; White (H. S.), " Willard Fiske, life 
and correspondence : a biographical study," 8vo ; Wheeler (R. E. M.), 
" Prehistoric and Roman Wales," 8vo ; Budge (Sir E. A. W.), 
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"The Mummy. , . . Second revised and enlarged edition," 8vo ; 
Curzon of Kedleston (Marquis), " Bodiam Castle, Sussex : a historical 
and descriptive survey," 8vo ; Cann (Thomas), " Mystery cities of 
British Honduras," 8vo ; Smith (W. C.), " The A o  Naga Tribe of 
Assam : a study in ethnology and sociology," 8vo ; Troeltsch (E.), 
" Spektator-Briefe Aufsiitze iiber die deutsche Revolution und die 
Welt~olitik, 19 18- 1922," 8vo ; Iorga (N.), " Histoire des itats 
Balcaniques jusqu'a, 1924," 8vo ; Snape (R. H.), " English monastic 
finances in the Middle Ages," 8vo ; Cartwright W.), " Baldasarre 
Castiglione, the perfect courtier, his life and letters, 1478- 1 529," 
London, 1908, 2 vols. ; Macdonald (A. J.), " Lanfranc : a study of 
his life work and writing," 8vo ; Ramsay (Sir J.), " Revenue of the 
Kings of England, 1066- 1399," 2 vols., 8vo ; Doren (Rombaut van), 
"Etude sur I'influence musicale de I'abbaye de Saint Gall, 8e au 
1 1 e siiicle," 8vo ; Morgan (J. de), "La prdhistoire orientale; tome 1 : 
Generalitis," 8vo ; Williamson (J. A.), "The Caribbee Islands under 
the proprietary portents," 8vo ; Murray (Sir H.), " Papua of to-day," 
8vo ; Holmes (J. H.), " Way back in Papua," 8vo ; Ricci (C.), 
" Beatrice Cenci, translated by M. Bishop and H. L Stuart," 2 vols., 
8vo ; Kluitschewskij (W.), " Ceschichte Russlands Hgbn. von F. 
Braun und R von Walter," 4 vols., 8vo ; Schneider (F.), " Rom 
und Romgedanke im Mittelalter : die geistigen Gvndlagen der Re- 
naissance," 8vo ; " Les Bouches du Rhone : encyclopidie dipart- 
mentale publiie sous la direction de P. Masson, 13 vols., 8vo (In 
progress) ; " Collectanea topographica et genealogica,** London, 
1834- 1843, 8 vols., 8vo ; Labande (L. H.), " Le palais des papas 
et les monuments d'Avignon au 1 4e siiicle," 2 vols., 4to ; " The 
Parliamentary and Constitutional History of England . . . from the 
earliest times to the dissolution of the Parliament in 1660," London, 
175 1 - 1761, 24 vols., 8vo ; " The Chronicles of the East India 
Company trading to China, 1653-1834, by Hosea Ballon Morse, 
4 vols., 8vo ; Nau (Claude), " The history of Mary Stuart from the 
murder of Riccio until her flight to England," 1883, 8vo ; Poole 
(R L), " Chronicles and annals : a brief outline of their origin and 
growth," 8vo ; Darley (H.), "Slaves and ivory : a record of ad- 
venture and exploration in the unknown Sudan, and among the 
Abyssinian slave raiders," 8vo ; Tritton (A S.), " The rise of the 
Imams of Sanaa," 8vo ; " Bulletin0 dell' Istituto Storico Italiano," 
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1886- 1925, 43 vola, 8vo ; Byrne (M. St. Clair), " Elizabethan life 
in town and country," 8vo; RostovtzefF (M.), "The social and 
economic history of the Roman Empire," 8vo ; Tomassetti (C. e. F.), 
" La Campagna Romana antica, mediaevale e moderns," 4 vols., 8vo ; 
Bosteau (P.), " Det wonderlijche Schadt-Boeck der Historien," 1592, 
4 vols. in 1 ; Martin (C. E.), " An introduction to the study of the 
American constitution : its formation, development and ideals," 8vo ; 
" Diplomatic correspondence of the U.S. concerning the independence 
of the Latin American Nations, selected and arranged by W. R 
Manning," 3 vols., 8vo. 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE : Kramer (C.), " An&& Chenier 
et la poisie Parnassienne et Leconte de Lisle," 8vo ; Morpeau (L), 
" Anthologie d'un s i d e  de p&sie Haitieme, 18 1 7- 1925," 8vo ; 
Rousseau (J. J.), " Correspondance g&niraIe collationn6e sur les 
originaux annottie . . . par T. Dufour, tomes 1 i 4, 1728-1759," 
8vo : Sappho : "The fragments of the IyricaI poems, edited by 
E. Lobel," 8vo ; Boiling (G M.), " The external evidence for in- 
terpolation in Homer," 8vo ; Magnus (L), "A dictionary of 
European literature designed as a companion to English studies," 8vo ; 
Binyon (L), "The Sirens : an ode," 8vo ; Fransen (J.)," Les comidiens 
franpis en Hollande au 1 7e et au I &  sides," 8vo ; Zeretelli (G), 
" Papyri Russischer und Ceorgischer Sarnmlungen," 8vo ; Raleigh 
(Sir Walter), " Letters, 1879- 1922, edited by Lady Raleigh," 2 vols. 
8vo ; Sigerson (G), " Bards of the Gael and Call with memorial 
preface by Douglas Hyde," 8vo ; Moore (J. B.), " The comic and 
realistic in English drama," 8vo ; " Transactions of the Wordsworth 
Society, 1880- 1887," 3 vols., 8vo ; Oliphant (E. H. C.), " The plays 
of Beaumont and Fletcher : an attempt to determine their respective 
shares and the shares of others," 8vo ; Bridges (Robert), " New verse 
written in 192 1 with other poems of that year and a few earlier poems," 
8vo ; Bonneau (G), "Albert Samain, p&te symboliste," 8vo ; 
Folkierski (W.), " Entre le classicisme et le romantisme : itude sur 
I'esthitique et les kstheticiens du 18e side," 8vo ; Cardozo (J. L). "The 
contemporary Jew in the Elizabethan drama," 8vo ; Breuer (H.), 
" Jaufhe : ein altprovinzialischer Abenteuerroman des 13 Jahr- 
hunderts," 8vo ; Cosse (E.) and Craigie (W. A,), "The Book of 
Scandinavian Verse, 17th to 20th century," 8vo ; Walker (H.) 
" English Satire and Satirists," 8vo ; Taylor (C. C.), " Shakespeare's 
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debt to Montaigne,** 8vo ; Clark (A. F. B.), " Boileau and the French 
classical critics in England 1660- 1830," 8vo ; Swinburne (A. C.), 
"Complete Works, edited by Sir E. Cosse and F. J. Wise," 20 vols. 
8vo ; Bila (C.), " La croyance i la magie au 18e s i d e  dans les 
conies, romans, et trait&,** 8vo ; Bldier (J.), " Les fabliaux : itude 
de littirature populaire et d'histoire littdraire du moyen age 4me 
edition revue," 8vo ; Brussendorff (A.), " The Chaucer tradition," 
8vo ; Flower (Robin), " Love's bitter-sweet : translations from the 
Irish poets of the 16th and 17th centuries," 8vo ; Camp (C. W.), 
" The artisan in Elizabethan literature," 8vo ; Yeats (W. B.), " A 
Vision : an explanation of life founded upon the writings of Geraldus 
and upon certain doctrines attributed to Kusta Bep Luka," 8vo ; 
" Revue de linguistique Romane," vol. 1 (1925), 8vo ; Mutselmann 
(H.), " The Secret of John Milton," 8vo ; Drinkwater (John), " The 
Pilgrim of Eternity : Byron-a conflict," 8vo ; Perry (A. Ten Eyck), 
" The comic spirit in Restoration drama," 8vo ; Chi1 (R), " Les dates 
et les ceuvres : symbolisme et poesie scientifique," 8vo ; Vinciguerra 
(M.), " Romantici e decadenti Inglesi," 8vo ; Marston (John), 
" Tragedies and comedies." First collected edition, London, 1633. 
(Two copies showing a variant make-up), 8vo ; Marston (J.), " The 
insatiate countess," 163 1, 4to ; Rapin (R), Reflections on Aristotle's 
Treatise of Poesie . . . made English by Mr. Rymer," 1694, 8vo ; 
Serle (Percival), "A bibliography of Australasian poetry and verse : 
Australia and New Zealand," 8vo ; Tatham (E. H. R), " Francesco 
Petrarca : the first modern man of letters : his life and coAespondence," 
2 vols., 8vo ; Villiers de 1'Isle Adam (Comte A. de), " Oeuvres 
compl&s," tom 1 i 7, 8vo ; Audiat (P.), " La biographie de I'ceuvre 
littdraire : isquisse d'une mlthode critique," 8vo ; Luppi (Comte de), 
" Les jeunes filles i la fin du 18me sikcle," 8vo ; Martino (P.), 
" Parnasse et symbolisme, 1 850- 1 900," 8vo ; Schuri (E.), " La 

' gCnCse de la tragidid," 8vo ; Van Bever et Monda (M.), " Biblio- 
graphic et iconographie de Paul Verlaine," 8vo ; Dekker (T.), " The 
plague pamphlets : edited by F. P. Wilson," 8vo ; Milton (John), 
" Comus : a mask, with eight illustrations by Wm. Blake," Folio ; 
Kerr (W. P.), " Collected essays : edited with an introduction by 
C. Whibley," 2 vols., 8vo ; CaguCre (F.), " La vie et les oeuvres de 
Claude Fleury, 1640- 1 723," 8vo ; " Histoire littdraire de la France 
commend par les Religieux Binidictins, tome 36 (1) : Suite du 14me 
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siecle," 4to ; Nathan (M.), "South African literature : a general 
survey," 8vo ; Balmforth (R), " The ethical and religious value of . 
the drama," 8vo ; Slater (F. C.), "The centenary book of South 
African Verse," 8vo ; " Shelley Correspondence in the Bodleian 
Libraryl: letters mainly unpublished from the collection presented to 
the Library by Lady Shelley, in 1892 : edited by R H. Hill," 4to ; 
Thibaudeau (A.), " La vie de Maurice Banks," 8vo ; Kesser (H.), 
" Von Chaos zur Cestaltung," 8vo ; Austen (Jane), " Plan of a 
novel according to hints from various quarters," 8vo ; Bopp (L.), 
" H. F. Amiel : essai sur sa pens6e et son caractere d'aprks des 
documents inkdits," 8vo ; Maire (A.), " Bibliographie gknkrale des 
oeuvres de Blaise Pascal," 5 vols., 8vo ; Vinaver (Guy), " Etude sur 
le Tristan en prose : les sources, les manuscrits, bibliographie critique,** 
8vo ; Casati (G), " Dizionario degli scritti d'Italia : dalle origini fino 
ai viventi," vol. I ,  A.B., 8vo ; Montfort (E.), " 25 ans de littirature 
francaise : tableau de la vie littkraire de 1895 i 1920," 2 vols., 8vo ; 
Cross (W. L.), " The life and times of Laurence Sterne . . . a new 
edition," 2 vols., 8vo ; Gest (J. M.), " The Old Yellow Book : source 
of Browning's 'The Ring and the Book,"' 8vo ; Philpot (J. H.), 
" Maistre Wace : a pioneer in two literatures,** 8vo ; Fowler (H. W.), 
" A dictionary of modern English usage," 8vo ; Wordsworth (Wm.), 
"The Prelude, or growth of a poet's mind : edited from the MSS. 
with introduction, etc., by Ernest de Selincourt," 2 vols., 8vo ; 
Montaigne (M. de), " Essays : translated by G B. Ives, with intro- 
duction by Grace Norton," 4 vols;, 8vo ; Descartes (R.), " Correspond- 
ence with Constantine Huygens, 1635- 1647 : edited from MSS. in 
the Bib. Nat. by Leon Roth," 8vo ; Powell (A. E.), " The romantic 
theory of poetry," 8vo ; Northup (C. T.), "An introduction to 
Spanish literature," 8vo ; Buck (H. S.), " A study of Smollet, chiefly 
' Perigrine Picke,' " 8vo ; Schurr (F.), " Das altfranzosiche Epos zur 
Stilgeschichte und inneren Form der Cothik," 8vo ; Urtel (H.), " Guy 
de Maupassant : Studien zu seiner kunsterischen Personlichkeit," 8vo ; 
Hagberg (K), " Thomas Carlyle : Romantik ech puritanism i Sartor 
Resartus," 8vo ; Sharpham (E.), " Cupid's Whirligig (1 607) : edited 
from the first quarto by A. Nicoll," 8vo ; Baker (Sir Richard), 
" Theatrum triumphans, or a discourse of plays shewing the lawfulness 
and excellent use of dramatique ~oetry," 1670, 8vo ; Chaucer (G), 
" The book of Troilus and Criceyde : edited from all the known MSS. 
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by R K. Root," 8vo ; Bausens (J.), " La tragedie fran~aise et le 
theatre hollandais au 1 7e sikcle," 192 1, 8vo ; Bouton (J.), " Mary 
Wollstonecroft and the beginnings of female emancipation in France 
and England," 1922, 8vo ; Dilleman (J. J. Van), " Mrs. Gaskell : 
novelist and biographer," 1924, 8vo ; Praag 0. A. Van), " La 
comedie espapole aux Pays Bas au 17e et au 18e sikcle,** 1925,8vo ; 
Japikse (Cornelia, G H.), " The dramas of Alfred Lord Tenn~son," 
8vo ; Thorpe (C. D.), " The Mind of John Keats," 8vo ; Mason 
(Wm.), " Satirical poems, with notes by Horace Walpole : edited by 
D. Toynbee," 8vo; Drew (E. A;), "The Modern Novel : some 
aspects of contemporary fiction," 8vo ; Chartier (Alain), " Delectable 
demands, and pleasaunt questions with the several answers in matters 
of love," 1 506, 4to. 

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION : Tawney (R H.), " Religion and 
the rise of capitalism," 8vo ; Turner (J. E.), " Personality and reality : 
a proof of the real existence of a supreme self in the universe," 8vo ; 
Allendy (R.), " Les reves et leur interprktation psy~hoanal~tique," 
8vo ; Cikse (G), " Hegels Staatsidee und der Begdl der Staatser- 
ziehung," 8vo ; Harnack (A. von), " Die Mission und Ausbr&tung 
des Christenturns. 4te Adage," 2 vols. ; Constant (G.), " Con- 
cession i 1'Allemagne de la communion sous les deux esfices : itudes 
sur les debuts de la riforme catholique, 1548- 162 1 ," 2 vols., 4to ; 
" Jesuit Relations and allied documents ; travels and explorations of 
the Jesuit Missionaries in North America (1 6 10- 1 79 1 ), with intro- 
duction by R. C. Thwaites," 8vo ; Kent (C. F.), " The growth and 
content of the Old Testament," 8vo ; Jennings (W. M.) and 
Cantillon (U.), " Lexikon to the Syriac New Testament (Peshitta)," 
8vo ; Hague (D.), " The story of the English Prayer Book . . . 
with special chapters on the Scottish, Irish, American and Canadian 
Prayer Books," 8vo ; Matthew (Shailer), " The faith of modernism," 
8vo ; Haldane (Viscount), " Human experience : a study of its 
structure,'' 8vo ; " Reservation : report of the conference held at 
Farnham Castle, Oct. 24-27, 1925," 8vo ; Tawney (R. H.), 
" Religion and the rise of capitalism," 8vo ; . Abdon (Cheikh 
Mohammed), " Rissalat a1 Tawhid : expod de la religion Musul- 
mane : traduit de I'Arabe," 8vo ; Synesius of Cyrene, " Letters 
transl. into English with introd. by A. Fitzgerald," 8vo ; Newman 
(J. L), " Jewish Influence on Christian Reform Movements," 8vo ; 
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Holliday (W. R), " The pagan background of early ~hristianit~," 
8vo ; Hilion (G), " Le diluge dans la Bible et les inscriptions . 
akkadiennes et sumiriennes,** 8vo ; Devimeux (D.), " Essai sur les 
procidis litteraires dont il parait que Moise s'est servi pour composer 
le livre de la Ginise," 8vo ; Abraham (M.), " Lgendes Juives 
apocryphes sur la vie de Moise," 8vo ; Bulcock (H.), " The passing 
and permanent in St. Paul : studies in Pauline origins, development 
and values," 8vo ; Frazer (Sir James), " The worship of nature," 
vol. 1, 8vo ; Weber (Max), " Cesammelte Aufsatze sur Religions- 
mciologie," (Tiibingen, 1920-2 I), 3 vols., 8vo ; " Tindale's New 
Testament : facsimile of the unique Grenville fragment of the Cologne 
edition with preface by A. W. Pollard," 4to ; Bell (R.), " The 
origin of Islam in its Christian environment," 8vo ; Klausner (J.), 
" Jesus of Nazareth : his times, l i e  and teaching, transl. from the 
original Hebrew," 8vo ; Bardenhiwer (O.), " Der Romerbrief des 
Heiligen Paulus : kurzgefasste Erklarung," 8vo ; Wutz (F.), " Die 
Psalmen : textkritisch untersucht," 8vo ; Coppens (J.), L'lmposition 
des mains et les rites connexes dans le Nouveau Testament et dans 
l'eglise ancienne," 8vo ; Clarke (W. K. L), " St. Basil the Great : a 
study in monasticism," 8vo ; Croce (B.), " The conduct of life : an 
application of CroceVs practical wisdom to the problems of every-day 
life," 8vo ; " Ginza : Der Schatz oder das grosse Buch der Mandaer : 
ubersetzt von M. Lidzbarski " ; Seeberg (R) " Christliche Dogrnatik," 
2 vols., 8vo ; Caster (M.), " The Exemplar of the Rabbis : being 
a collection of exempla, apologues, and tales culled from Hebrew 
MSS., etc," 8vo ; Kennedy (W. P. M.), " Elizabethan episcopal 
administration : an essay and a further collection of visitation articles," 
3 vols., 8vo ; Cook (A. B.), "Zeus : a study of ancient religion, 
vol. 2 : Zeus, god of the dark sky (thunder and lightning),,' 2 vols, 
8vo ; Oesterly (W. 0. E.), " The Jewish background of the 
Christian liturgy," 8vo ; Roheim (G), " Australian totemism : a 
psycho-analytic study in anthropology," 8vo ; Farnell (L. R), " The 
attributes of God : the Cifford Lectures, 1924-25, St. Andrews, 8vo. 

SOCIOLOGY : Murray (R H.), " The history of political science 
from Plato to the present," 8vo ; Myers (C. S.), " Industrial psycho- 
logy in Great Britain," 8vo ; Yeaxlee (B. A,), " Spiritual values in 
adult education," 8vo ; H o d 1  (G), " Proportional representation : 
its dangers and defects," 8vo ; Gras (N. S B.), " A history of 
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agriculture in Europe and America," 8vo ; Hambly (W. D.), " The 
history of Tatooing and its significance, with some account of other 
corporal markings," 8vo ; Ernle (Lord), " The land and its people : 
chapters in rural life and history," 8vo ; Hammond (J. L. and B.), 
" The rise of modern industry," 8vo ; Russell (Bertrand), " On 
education, especially in early childhood," 8vo ; Pigou (A. C.), 
" Memorials of Alfred Marshall," 8vo ; Webb (Beatrice), " My 
apprenticeship," 8vo ; Petrie (Sir W. F.), " Descriptive sociology 
arranged by Herbert Spencer ; no. 2 : ancient Egyptians compiled 
and abstracted on the plan organised by Spencer," Folio ; Gwynn 
(Aubrey), " Roman education from Cicero to Quintillian,'* 8vo ; 
G;$ths (G T.), " Population problems of the age of Malthus," 8vo ; 
Piaget (Jean), " The language and thought of the chiid," 8vo ; Ikin 
(A. E.), " Organisation and administration of the Education Depart- 
ment," 8vo ; Burns (C. D.) " Industry and civilization," 8vo. 

MANUSCRIPTS : [R6 1 1461 Processional from the Abbey of St. 
Florentius at Saumur. On  vellum. 15th cent. ; [R6 1 1831 L t i n  
Miscellany on paper, written in Germany about 1447, containing : 
1 : Nicolaus von Dinkelsbiihl. Sermones de tempore et de sanctis ; 
2 : Idem. De arte moriendi ; 3 : S. Augustine. Sermones ; 4 : S. 
Anselm. Meditationes ; [R60874] Sermones de tempore " a duobus 
canonicis hujus loci" (i.e. The  Praemonstratensian Abbey of Osterhofen 
in Lower Bavaria). On paper. Early 16th cent. ; [R61203] 
Sermones de tempore, by Johann Fischer, a Carmelite of the Convent 
of Nurnberg, Bavaria. On paper, written in or about 1389 ; 
CR612021 Latin Miscellany on vellum, in various German hands, 
13th cent. from the Library of the Cistercian Monastery of St. Mary 
in Bredelar, Westphalia, containing : 1 : Homilies of St Maxim, Bp. 
of Turin ; 2 : A collection of the miracles of the B. Virgin ; 3 : 
Consuetudines Cisterciensium super exordium cisterciensis cenobii ; 
4 : Extract of the life or miracles of St. Mayeul, Abbot of Cluny, 
and prayers to the Virgin ; 5 : A treatise on " De virginitate" ; 
6 : Sermons including a fragment of one of St. Bernard's ; 7 : The 
Book of Job, prebably extracted from P. Riga's " Aurora " ; [R6 1 2001 
Latin Miscellany on vellum, written in Italy, early 16th cent., from 
the Carthusian monastery at Buxheim, near Meiningen, Bavaria, con- 
taining : 1 : Stefano Fieschi. Elegantiae orationum cum synoni- 
mis ; 2 : Buonacorso di Montemagno jun. De nobilitate ; 3 : 
Elegantie alie orationum (dated 1475) ; 4 : " Oratio " in praise of 
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Jacomo Mangiaria D.LL ; 5 : Oratio ad meretrices ex Leonardi 
Aretini Historia Eliogabali ; 6 : Plutarch's " De lib& educandis" 
translated by Cuarino da Verona ; 7 : Lauro Quirini. Oratio contra 
invidiam ; 8 : Inaugural lecture of an Italian " studio " ; [R6 1 1 991 
Collection of Fragments of Latin Manuscripts, on vellum, in English 
hands of the 14th cent., containing : 1 : Narratio ; 2 : De beato 
Augustino. " Dedit vobis doctorem justitie Johel. 7. Narrat Plinius 
de mirabilis mundi" ; 3 : Fragment of a Missal ( 2 )  of an English 
church with complete calendar ; [R60875] Fframfeild [co. Sussex] 
Liber curiarum ibidem incipiens XXIIdo die Septembris anno domini 
Christi 1665 dominique Caroli 2di nunc regis Angliae etc  XVIIO. 
On paper, in an English hand, 1665- 1675 ; [R61207] Baillifs 
accounts for lands in Cheshire, Shropshire, and Leicestershire for the 
years 1 503- 1 504, and 1504- 1505 (Elmsthorpe, co. Leicester ; 
Warmington, Northrode, Blacon, Ashton, co. Chester ; Wollaston, 
co. Salop ; Les Yates de Cestre ; Norton in Hales, Alden and 
Brodeld, co. Salop ; Moneslowe, co. Salop). On paper, English 
hand, 16th cent. ; [R6 1 1981 Collectiones Magistri Briarwoddi in 
post predicarnenta. On paper, English hand, 1 7th cent. ; [R6 1 2041. 
The motions, pleadings and proceedings in the seven all courts of 
Westminster together with many cases sett down at large as they were 
argued at the Bance by practicers of the Common Law . . . in the 
severall years 70 . . . 83. On paper, English hand of the 1 7th cent. ; 
[R6 1 1841 Table to all the records in the Tower. On paper. 1 7th 
cent. ; [R60873] Copy-book of Mr. J. or J. W. Bridermann, lawyer 
in Tetbury, 182 1 - 1827. On paper, 19th cent ; [R6 1 1641 Pro- 
ceedings of cases in 1736-1 738 : note-book of a lawyer. On paper, 
18th cent ; [R61206] Common place book written by various hands. 
Ascribed by a slip of paper to Ben Johnson, but without the least 
proof. On paper, 1 7th cent ; [R6 120 I ]  L'abridgement de son 
report par Mounseir Plowden. On paper, English hand, 16th cent. ; 
[R612 141 Legal treatise, being a commentary of a few points of law 
concerning the buying of land. On paper, English hand, 15th cent. ; 
[R61197] Die hernach geschriben materi ist gemacht von aine 
Kartauser und sagt wider grossen Nutzperkait der gottlichen Liebha- 
bung und wirt genent : " Ain send prieff" oder ain vor red etc. On 
paper, German hand, 15th cent 


